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 Tashkent State Pedagogical University named after Nizami is 
the leading higher educational establishment in the country in 
terms of training, re-training and improving the quali�cation of 
teachers. 

From the resolution №153 of the Cabinet of Ministers of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan of 13 May, 2016.
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Every establishment has its own unique team, face, character and 
traditions. The university is a unique world of its own! Many things 
coexist between each other there: knowledge and perfectness, youth and 
abstraction, science and art, dreams and everyday life. The university 
lives with its own eventful and interesting life.

From an ordinary institute to a leading university, our university has 
gone through the honoured period of 85 years.

Tashkent State Pedagogical University named after Nizami (institute) 
was established on 14 September 1935 based on resolution № 1364 of 
Education Commissariat of Uzbekistan under the Central Asian 
University's pedagogics department. In 1947 it was given the name of a 
great thinker of the East Nizomiy Ganjaviy.

Takin into consideration its rich experience in training teachers as well 
as its scienti�c potential, Tashkent State Pedagogical institute named 
after Nizami was given the status of university based on resolution №77 of 
the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan of 24 February, 
1998. 

At present, as a leading university of the country, it has its own name 
and reputation. We are open to any cooperation in all �elds aimed at 
educating the younger generation and ensuring their future.

Shavkat Safarovich Sharipov
Rector of Tashkent State Pedagogical 
University named after Nizami, 
Doctor of pedagogical sciences. 
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 About university

There are 10 departments at the university and over 170 PhDs, more than 
30 DScs there. There is a specialized scienti�c council at the university on 
awarding PhD and DSc degrees. 

During the last 25 years, over 600 PhDs and more than 100 DScs were 
trained at the university in the �eld of 15 specialties. More than 90 innovation, 
fundamental and practical projects have been implemented by the professors 
and teachers of the university during the years of independence. 

Priority attention is being focused on developing the university's 
international relations. As of today, cooperation agreements have been 
signed with educational establishments of over 40 countries and scienti�c 
cooperation is under way. Speci�cally, close cooperation continues with 
South Korea, Russia, the USA, Great Britain, China, Belarus, Germany, Latvia 
and other countries. 

The university is the most potential and authoritative in the country and it 
occupies 117,518 sq.m., including for educational purposes 64,355 sq.m. of 
area. 

It has 11 buildings with the capacity of accommodating 493 students at 
once; there are 5 student hostels which can accommodate 1280 young people. 
For the purpose of improving the students' skills and enriching their 
knowledge, there are laboratories of physics, chemistry, professional 
development, biology, zoology and geography. 

In line with the demands of the time, computer technologies are being 
actively introduced into the process of education. As of 2018, the number of 
computers at the university reached 2050, which means that one out of every 
four student has a computer. All computers are connected with each other via 
�bre-optic cable. Besides that, there is WiFi internet connection as well.
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The university has the following specialties for Bachelors

џ Methods of teaching mathematics
џ Methods of teaching physics and astronomy
џ Methods of teaching chemistry
џ Methods of teaching biology
џ Methods of teaching geography
џ Methods of teaching history
џ Methods of teaching IT
џ Applied arts and design
џ Pedagogics and psychology
џ Psychology (depending on types of activity)
џ Professional education: Design; computer graphics; 
џ music
џ Uzbek language and literature: Russian language and literature; 

Korean language and literature; Kazakh language and literature; 
Russian language at national schools.

џ Foreign languages and literature: English 
џ Pre-military call-up education.
џ National ideology; Foundations of spirituality and law
џ Primary education and sports
џ Pre-school education
џ Special pedagogics
џ Physical training
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џ Specialties on Masters' degree
џ Methods of teaching natural and social subjects (mathematics)
џ Methods of teaching natural and social subjects (physics and astronomy)
џ Methods of teaching natural and social subjects (chemistry)
џ Methods of teaching natural and social subjects (biology)
џ Methods of teaching natural and social subjects (geography)
џ Methods of teaching social and humanitarian subjects (history)
џ IT in education
џ Engineering graphics and theory of design
џ Theory and history of pedagogics
џ Pedagogics and psychology
џ Education management
џ Theory and methodology of professional education: information and 

communication technologies; design, computer graphics and design.
џ Musical education and arts
џ Native language and literature: Russian; Russian literature; Korean language 

and literature; 
џ Foreign languages (English)
џ Methods and theory of education (pre-military call-up)
џ Methods of teaching social and humanitarian subjects (foundations of 

spirituality)
џ Methods and theory of education (elementary education)
џ Methods and theory of education (preschool education)
џ Special pedagogics; 
џ Methods and theory of physical training and sports
џ Methods and theory of education (labour)
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Department of Primary 
education and physical training



The Department of Primary education and physical training was �rst set up as the 
department of pedagogics in 1935. 

At this department in 1941 the Department of psychology was found and in 1951 the 
Department of primary education. From 1957 it began the training of primary school 
teachers for the national education system. In order to improve the quali�cation of the 
primary school teachers the Department of pedagogics of primary education was 
established. 

During the period from 1975 to 1983 this Department was called as “Primary 
education and defectology”. 

From 1983 to1990 this Department was named as “Pedagogics and methodology of 
primary education”. This department was managed by different people.

From 2013 the department was re-established as the Department of primary 
education and physical training. 

There are 60 professors-teachers at the department and among them are PhDs, DScs 
and associate professors and other highly-quali�ed teachers.
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Department of special pedagogics



Department of special pedagogics at Tashkent State Pedagogical University named 
after Nizami is one of the faculties involved in the training of personnel for the education 
and upbringing of children with disabilities.

Training of specialists in special pedagogics in Uzbekistan began about half a century 
ago and from that moment Tashkent State Pedagogical University is one of the most 
important institutions in Central Asia and Kazakhstan in the training of personnel 
engaged in the education and teaching children with special needs.

In 1973, in the Department of Defectology of the Faculty of Pedagogy and 
Psychology, the direction of "Surpedagogy" was opened, in this direction 27 students were 
enrolled. Since this year, the training of primary school teachers for children with 
hearing impairment began.

The department has daytime, evening, special correspondence and correspondence 
courses. 
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Department of vocational training
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Tashkent State Pedagogical University named after Nizami from the academic year 1959-1960 on the basis of the 
department of physics and mathematics and technical sciences began to train teachers for vocational specialties. The same 
year the department of engineering and pedagogics was established and the department of “Machinery and technology of 
materials” was also established under this department.

The development of the scienti�c and technological progress of 1957 in the country created prerequisites for the need 
for the introduction of polytechnical education in an average general education school. As a result, a decision was made to 
reorient ten-year general schools to polytechnic schools. This, in turn, posed one of the most important tasks of training in 
higher educational institutions of highly quali�ed teaching staff in the subject of labor training. To solve this problem, in 
1957, at the Tashkent State Pedagogical Institute, they began to create an educational and material base for teacher training 
"Physics and the basics of production." 

In 1959, a curriculum was approved for the specialty "2120 - Teacher of General Technical Disciplines and Labor", as a 
result, the "Industrial Pedagogical Faculty" was established to train the relevant personnel. 

Since 1959 in different periods the department has been called "Engineering Pedagogical", "General technical 
disciplines", "Industrial and pedagogical" and now the department is called "Vocational education”.

Currently, the department carries out training of personnel in 5 areas of Bachelor's degree and in 6 specialties of 
Masters'.
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Department of pedagogics and psychology
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Department of pedagogics and psychology is as old as the university, it exists since 
1935. Initially, it trained teachers of pedagogics and psychology for special schools, later 
it trained inspector-methodologists for the education sector, teachers for preschool 
establishments. In 1951 the chair of “Preschool pedagogics” was set up. As of 1957, the 
department began to train teachers of beginning classes. 

At present there are over 50 professors and teachers, among whom are PhDs, DScs and 
associate-professors. 

Those who graduate from the department successfully become teachers in pedagogics 
and they also have the opportunity to continue their studies at post-graduate courses as 
Masters.
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Department of natural sciences



The Department of natural sciences was founded in 1935 under a name of department 
of natural geography. There were three chairs: botany, chemistry and geography, and in 
September, 1937 the department of zoology was created. 

During the World War II the department temporarily stopped its activities, and in 
1944-1945 academic year the faculty of physical and mathematical sciences has opened 
Natural Geography department. The department of zoology, chemistry, botany and 
geography functioned in department. 

In 1953 the physical and mathematical faculty has been dismissed from physical and 
mathematical faculty and has begun to work as new independent faculty. In 1959 at 
faculty the faculty of biology and agriculture and the agricultural principles has been 
open.

In 1961 the Tashkent state teacher training college of V. Belinsky has been merged 
into the Tashkent state teacher training college of a name Bottoms, and at faculty 
departments of anatomy and human physiology and animals, "Economic geography", 
"Methods of teaching biology" have been organized. In 1963 the faculty has been 
renamed into faculty of natural and applied sciences, and during this period in three-day 
department training of experts in the �eld of chemistry, biology, biology and agriculture, 
geography and biology has begun.

Currently there are 78 professors-teachers in the department. 
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Department of History



The Faculty of History began its activity from the day of the formation in 1935 of the 
Tashkent State Pedagogical Institute named after Nizami. Initially, 23 students studied at 
the faculty.

Since the day of the foundation, over 25,000 highly-quali�ed specialists of historians 
and teachers have been trained.

In the 1950th of the twentieth century the faculty functioned as the Historical and 
Philological Faculty. In 1968, the Faculty of History separated and continued to operate 
as a separate faculty.

The Faculty of History of the Tashkent State Pedagogical University named after 
Nizami is one of the oldest departments. To date, the faculty trains specialists in the areas 
of "Methods of teaching history" and "National idea, the foundations of spirituality and 
legal education". 

To improve their knowledge and skills at the faculty, all the necessary conditions have 
been created. To conduct lecture and seminars, the audience is equipped with the 
necessary technology. Also, the faculty has special audiences for working with students of 
Masters Degree, in which highly quali�ed teachers - doctors of sciences, professors - carry 
out their activities.
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Department of physics and mathematics



Department of physics and mathematics exists since 1935 as one of the three oldest 
departments of the university. Since 1968, the faculties of physics and mathematics had 
begun to activate separately. And since 1999, in connection with the assignment of the 
status of the university, they were merged together. 

In the fall of 1939 the department of higher mathematics was divided into 
departments of mathematical analysis and geometry and elementary mathematics. 
They taught the principles of modern algebra, number theory, the foundations of 
geometry and the construction of a geometric theory. In 1998, the two faculties were 
merged and renamed the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics. 

The faculty of physics-mathematics trains highly quali�ed specialists - teachers of 
physics and astronomy, mathematics, computer science for institutions of secondary 
specialized and professional education in the areas of bachelor's degree in Informatics, 
Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy, Methods of Teaching Mathematics, Methods of 
Teaching Informatics, Methods of teaching physics and astronomy and in the �eld of 
Methods of teaching natural sciences (mathematics), "Methods of teaching natural 
sciences (physics and astronomy), "Information technologies in education".
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Pre-military training department
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In accordance with the order of the rector of Tashkent State Pedagogical Institute 
named after Nizami of March 31, 1991, the educational process on the specialty of 
Primary Military Training and Physical Education was started at the university. 
According to the Joint Resolution of the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized 
Education of the Republic of Uzbekistan and the Ministry of Defence of August 5, 2008, 
№12 / 230, and by the order of the rector of the university from October 21, 2008 № 328-U 
on the basis of the Military Chair Physical Culture and Sports the Faculty of Military 
Education was established and bachelors were trained in the �elds of Military Training, 
Physical Culture and Children's Sports.

From 2012-2013 academic year, the military department has been functioning as a 
Pre-military education department. Many military officers: Colonels, 5 Majors and 4 
reserve officers teach their students military secrets and bring them up in the spirit of 
patriotism. The educational and methodical base and material supply for the 
organization and conduct of educational and scienti�c work with students are provided 
by the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Uzbekistan upon the order of the head of the 
military department.
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Foreign languages department



The slogan of Foreign languages department is “Languages bridge gaps”. The 
department trains teachers of foreign languages for the education sector of the country. 

The department has established close cooperation ties with higher educational 
establishments of the Russian Federation, the USA, Great Britai, Germany, South Korea, 
Kazakhstan, China and other countries. Speci�cally, students and teachers of the 
department regularly travel to Germany as part of an exchange programme. 

There are two chairs in the department with over 40 professionals.
The department has special language laboratories equipped with computers and the 

internet. 
As of 2019, with the opening of the “El-Yurt Umidi” Foundation, the students and 

teachers of the department have more chances to travel to leading universities of the 
world to exchange experience and study. 
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Department of Russian 
language and literature



As the history shows, the department of Russian philology began its activity as an 
independent chair in 1940 – 1950. In this chair Russian linguistics (1940), Russian and foreign 
literature (1940), Methodology of the Russian language teaching (1947), Korean language and 
literature (1956) and Tatar language (during certain period) chairs operated. 

The chair of Russian language and literature existed till 2018 within the department of 
Foreign languages. As part of optimization of the education process, the department of Russian 
language and literature separated from Foreign languages department in December 2018 and 
became independent. 

Currently, the department trains the following specialties: “Russian language and literature”, 
“Korean language and literature”, “Russian language and literature (in the groups with other 
languages)” and “Kazakh language and literature”. 
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The library of the university is equipped with the up-to-date technology. There are two 
servers, about 100 modern computers, scanners, laser printers and copying machines, 
book-binding equipment, TV sets there. Students, teachers, professors and researchers 
have the opportunity to use the resources of the library online as well. 

The library has internet connection, besides that there are WiFi connection as well. 
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Special part-time department
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The educational process at the special part-time department was organized in accordance with the 
Resolution «On the organization of part-time (Special correspondence) education at Higher 
educational institutions», approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan № 930 of 
November 21, 2017.

Today a special part-time department of the university prepares bachelors in the following eight 
directions of education: Applied Arts and Engineering Graphics, Pedagogics and Psychology, Primary 
education and Sports, Preschool education, Musical education, Labor training, Physical training.

To teach in the department there are more than 50 professors and teachers of the university with 
high potential, for distance learning of students, a web-based system adapted to the learning process was 
created, operating in on-line modes (conducting video lectures, consultations, types of control in real 
time) and off-line (distension self-mastering of relevant), and were created conditions for self-
assimilation knowledge, provided by the curriculum, students of a special correspondence department 
without isolation from main work position by the Internet address talaba.tdpu.uz.



The university's international relations are expanding every year thanks to the 
partnership of foreign universities and foreign organizations, as well as diplomatic 
missions operating in the country. Due to the fact that the improving of the educational 
system to international standards has become an urgent task for the country, so the 
special attention is paid to strengthening this sphere. In recent years, the university has 
established partnerships with leading European and Asian universities from such 
countries like the USA, Great Britain, Germany, Latvia, Spain, the Republic of Korea, 
China, Egypt, Russia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and others. 
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International relationships



Tashkent State Pedagogical University 
named after Nizami.

Tashkent - 2019
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